A SHORTER HISTORY OF ENGLAND
importance on the Rhine, (i) He destroyed a bad raid of
Germans from beyond the upper river, who had come in to loot
Alsace. (2) He marched all up the Main valley (already half
Roman in its buildings) and showed the Imperial ensigns in
the heart of the wilder districts beyond. (3) He took into
Imperial pay a body of the Belgian clans called Franks, who
lived half inside and half outside the Empire on the Lower
Rhine. They were not very numerous, but warlike and well
organized, and proud to be Roman soldiers. This new strength
thus added to the Roman Army were put in garrisons under
their native kings to defend the Rhine frontier from incursion,
and they were settled in the Belgian plain.
His Action in Britain. The Pirate Raids. As com-
mander of the West Julian had the care of Britain. Very bad
raids from Scotland and from Ireland caused him to send a
large force (mainly of German recruitment) over the Channel
under his general Lupicinus, who based himself on London
and restored order. But it was evident that incursions of this
kind were becoming habitual as the various peoples outside the
official boundaries of the Empire grew more and more familiar
with it, learned discipline and seafaring and arms, and were
in touch with their brethren inside the Empire who served there
as soldiers or were settled as farmers or worked as slaves.
England offered a special attraction to sea-raiders for three
reasons, (i) It was populous and wealthy, with many cities
where money (it had the best money in the Empire) and goods
were accumulated, all within reach of a coast, (z) It could
not be easily or quickly reinforced, because it was cut off from
the rest of the Empire by the sea* (3) It had close by on all
sides populations not subject to Rome who were ready to raid
it and by this time experienced in the wealth that could be
gained in such raids.
Other such centres of the Empire lying along the frontiers—
towns such as Cologne, Strasburg, Vienna—could only be
attacked from one known direction, from across their bit of
frontier. But Britain could be got at by sea on all sides, as
well as from across the short land frontier to the north. The
Scots, the Irish, the Saxon tribes who lived along the coasts of
the North Sea, especially those in the Bight of Heligoland (or
Anguhis, which was the Roman name for a * corner* of sea-coast),
were all tempted to raid into Britain, and did so continually,
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